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FILL IN OUR IMPACT SURVEY TO WIN: rusu.co.uk/surveys/Repimpact19

A Hotel Break: Two
Nights Away in a
Location of Your Choice!
Head to the
RUSU Website
to fill in our
Academic Rep
Survey to be in
with a chance
to win!

PRIZE WORTH OVER £100

Procrastinating the never-ending
revision by dreaming about your next
holiday? Well, we’ve got the perfect
prize for you and a friend to enjoy.
Find five minutes in your busy, colourcoded revision timetable to take a
quick break and complete our annual
impact survey for your chance to win
a prize really worth looking forward to.
Here at RUSU, we’re always trying to
improve the experience for our Reps
which is why we’re asking you to have
your say one last time before the end
of term to let us know how we can
progress next year. And as one last
thank-you for your year as Reps
we’re offering a two-night stay in a city
of your choice for you and a loved one,
totally on us!

abroad or simply escape to the
British country or coast for a two night
stay in a location of your choice.

As exams become a distant memory
you can take the time to completely
relax and unwind with a trip back home
or venture to a new city to explore a
different and vibrant culture. Whatever
the reason, there’s no excuse to put off
that hard-earned break. Just think of all
the insta-worthy moments there’ll be!
From Bournemouth to Barcelona and
over 180 locations in between, you’ll
be spoilt for choice and there will be
something for everyone. After all, we
know how hard it is to represent all
individuals and keep everyone happy.
But, with the destination up to you,
you can go all out or pick a location
THE PRIZE
that doesn’t break the bank. There’s
no better reason for a staycation With exam season in full swing, the
idea of a weekend break seems more especially when it’s free! So, give
appealing than ever. We’re giving one five minutes to fill in our survey
and plan for your next getaway.
lucky Rep the chance to take a trip
TERMS AND CONDITIONS
This giveaway is open to all student RUSU members aged 18 or over, excluding
employees of the organisation or their families. Voucher is valid for 6 months from
purchase and includes two nights’ accommodation at any of the hotels listed on the page
of the website (buyagift.co.uk/short-breaks/two-nights-for-the-price-of-one-hotel-break-br10919897.aspx). Breakfast is included at most of the locations but not all and
supplements may be required for selected locations during peak periods or weekendscontact your selected hotel to find out more. Must be noted that flights are not included
for international breaks. All locations and dates are subject to availability. One entry per
person. This voucher cannot be exchanged for cash, or replaced if lost or stolen.
CLOSING DATE: 31st May 2019.
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Your Say
Check out what other reps are saying about their experiences
and share your stories with us by getting in touch…
When I first came to Uni, Jacqui Turner (winner of the Teaching Excellence Award for Arts,
Humanities and Social Sciences this year) held one of the first lectures I attended and it was
amazing. I then went on to do all her modules for three years and I have been so inspired by
Jacqui’s teaching. She’s so passionate about her subject and it reflects in her work and is shared
across her students. We’re all so passionate about it on my course and have chosen to do our
dissertations on subjects Jacqui teaches. She’s an excellent lecturer. We went to parliament for a
field trip with Jacqui and I’d never been to parliament before. It was a massive eye-opener, we
had an amazing tour and then spoke to an author and discussed her book. We got to sit and
watch a big BREXIT debate going on, so it was all very relevant. It was incredible!
Jenna Roberts, School Rep for Humanities spoke to us at the
RUSU Partnership in Teaching & Learning Showcase

“In future employment I am
hoping to progress into
management, and being an
Academic Rep has really
enforced my leadership
and project management
skills in within the SSLC
and gathering feedback
from my peers.”
…………………………….
“Chairing termly Course
Rep Consultations has
helped to build my
confidence.
Creating professional
relationships is something
most employers look for
and this demonstrates
it perfectly.”
…………………………………
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Head to the RUSU
website and enter our
Academic Rep ART
COMPETITION for your
chance to win

A BLISSFUL SPA DAY
OR A THREE COURSE
SET MEAL WITH GLASS
OF WINE FOR TWO

1st
PRIZE

Prizes worth more than £150
To all artists, designers and
purveyors of the creative sort… THE PRIZE
First prize wins you a
sumptuous spa day for two to
THE TASK
include a 25-minute treatment of
Every year we run our ‘Course
your choice, choosing between a
Reps Creating Change’ poster
campaign, to celebrate what our body glow, mini manicure, mini
pedicure, face & scalp massage
incredible Course Reps have
and a taster facial. A full day’s
achieved so far! This year, we
access to the luxury spa and
want them designed by you!
fitness facilities with bath robe
We have cherry-picked ten
hire and magazines to enjoy.
quotes from our anonymous
Second prize voucher entitles
Impact Survey and would like you
you
to three courses from
2ND
to illustrate just three of them
each, to be in with winning one of a set menu, with a glass
PRIZE
of house wine or a soft drink
our incredible prizes. For
competition requirements, head to for two people at a choice of
Prezzo restaurants.
www.rusu.co.uk/artcompetition*
TERMS & CONDITIONS: For full T&Cs please head to our competition page on the RUSU website.This giveaway is open to
all student RUSU members aged 18 or over, excluding employees of the organisation or their families. It cannot be
exchanged for cash, or replaced if lost or damaged. Your voucher is valid for ten months, for two people. One entry per
person.
For the Spa Day: please note your voucher can be used week round, year-round but minimum age 16 to use the Fitness
Suite. Minimum agfe 12 to use the Spa Pool, Steam Room and Sauna (with adult supervision). All dates are subject to
availability.
For the 3 Course meal please note: Your meal must be booked in advance – walk up bookings will not be accepted. You
must take your voucher and booking confirmation email with you to the restaurant. You may not be able to take your
experience if you do not present these on arrival. The menu is subject to change. Vouchers cannot be used on bank holiday
weekens, Valentine’s Day, Mother’s Day weekend or 16 th- 31st December inclusive. Minimum age is 18 years. All dates
subject to availability.
CLOSING DATE: FRIDAY 30th APRIL 2019 AT 3PM
COMPETITION REQUIREMENTS: Please ensure all pieces are: PDF format; size: 1080 pixel width x 1920 pixel height 72
dpi, RGB jpeg; leave space top right for RUSU logo; ensure any images used are copyright free; ensure any images with
people in are GDPR compliant. The set must follow a theme/quote and be a consistent set.
SEE WWW.RUSU.CO.UK/ARTCOMPETITION FOR FULL DETAILS
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RUSU Partnership
in Teaching &
Learning Showcase
Round up

Each year RUSU hosts the Partnership in Teaching and Learning Showcase in association with University of Reading and
this year saw the event return to 3sixty. The afternoon included the presentation of the Excellence Awards to both staff and
student winners and a programme of showcases from a handful of those much-deserving trophy holders. RUSU Education
Officer Lillie-Mae Firmin welcomed the room and Professor Gavin Brooks gave opening remarks about the value of
sustainable partnership between the University of Reading, RUSU and the student population.
Attendees heard about Dr Sally Lloyd Evans’ work around social justice and how she gets students out of the classroom.
Similarly, the audience were inspired by a talk from Dr Jacqui Turner about how she is getting her students out into the real
world on field trips and her International Women’s Day speech to parliament! Here, students reported afterwards and in their
nominations how much they loved it. Other speakers such as Dr Holly Robson, told of their deep care for teaching and gave
some incredible case studies of students and clients she has worked with in her department. She ended her talk giving her
top tips on how to be a great Academic Tutor, the category for which she won her Excellence Award. Dr Catherine Foley
also spoke about the Principles of Partnership, the Community of Practice and PlanT Projects. After a pause for thought and
some lunch, the audience returned to hear from winner of the Graduate Teaching Assistant Award, Dina Ghanma, who gave
a heart-warming presentation, showing great passion for teaching and learning. The academic representation team look
forward to hosting this celebratory event next year and long may the Partnership Showcase continue.

Head to the RUSU Website to watch the full video interviews from
some of the Excellence Awards winners – watch HERE

Mind
Movement:

We Should Talk
Mental Health
Watch the full
video interview
with RUSU
Welfare Officer
Elect, Gemma
King on the
RUSU Website

Mental health has become a prominent topic throughout society with 16 million people experiencing
a mental health problem each year. Stress is a key contributing factor to mental health issues and
with exam season in full swing there is no better time to open the dialogue surrounding it. We spoke
to RUSU Welfare Elect, Gemma King, who gives some of her top tips on how to settle the mind…
RR: WHAT INSPIRED YOU TO RUN
AS WELFARE OFFICER THIS YEAR?
Gemma: I think what inspired me to
run as Welfare Officer, were my own
struggles throughout Uni and wanting
to relate to others struggling from the
same things. For example, all
throughout first year I was very
anxious about whether I wanted to stay
at Uni or not. Coming through that and
seeing how I can cope, even though
difficult, made me want to help other
people. And, I think I can. Also, Dan
Bentley (current RUSU Welfare
Officer) showed me how important the
role was and how much you can do
with it and the changes you can make,
which motivated me a lot.
RR: WHY DO YOU THINK
FOCUSING ON MENTAL HEALTH AS
A WELFARE TOPIC IS IMPORTANT?
Gemma: Mental health is so important!
I think something like, one in four

18TH

students are struggling with their mental
health and that’s only people who are
coming forward. So many people have
problems who don’t speak about it. It affects
your work, your home life and your social
life. It is getting talked about more which is
good, and I think anxiety and depression
are talked about a lot more now but there
are still other areas of mental health that are
hidden away and perhaps seen as taboo.
I think it’s really important for students to
know that other people are suffering with
the same thing, and that they can talk and
that there is somewhere to go.
RR: SPORT IN MIND, A SOCIETY YOU’RE
PART OF WON THE STUDENT
EXPERIENCE AWARD FOR
OUTSTANDING IMPACT TO DEVELOP
STUDENT ACTIVITY ON CAMPUS?
Gemma: It was really nice to win the award
and Sport in Mind is like a community
support service so, anyone who is suffering
from mental health can go to their sports
Events. At the moment they have

tennis, yoga and badminton and
they’ve just opened it up to students
as well, so it’s a mix of community
service users and students together.
It was really nice to win the award
for Outstanding Campaign to Develop
Student Activity, because we had a
whole week of events to introduce it
to students and everyone worked so
hard to get it together and it was such
a success in the end.
RR: WHAT ARE YOUR PLANS FOR
MENTAL HEALTH CAMPAIGNS?
Gemma: In my manifesto during the
main RUSU elections, I included that
I wanted to introduce a directory, for
students on the RUSU website. It
would include all kinds of mental
health issues that students might be
suffering from and then they can click
on them and see all the different
services they can reach, for example,
the counselling services available at
the Uni, RUSU Advisory service or

The Big White Wall. It also might be off-campus options
such as GP services or talking therapies, as well as lots of
online and text services, that a lot of people don’t know
about. My main goal with this is to create awareness
about the help that’s available.
Another manifesto point I hope to put in place is
running a mental health fair. I want to run a Union night
the evening before the mental health fair, where Open
Mind will be selling things for charity and the union tickets
will also have the option of adding a donation to a mental
health charity. It will hopefully make Freshers more aware
of mental health and what the union is doing for it. The
next day will be World Mental Health Day, so we’re hoping
to have a fair with lots of different services, so people can
go and sign up to counselling services or just talk to
people and find out more about where they can go. These
are all just ideas at the moment but I’m really hoping they
come to fruition.

“

I want to make people more aware of
mental health and that there’s always
going to be ups and downs with
wellbeing. You may not be suffering
now but you may suffer in the future
and I want to highlight the little things
that can help. Things like diet, exercise
– those are the things that have helped
me and I think will help other people.”

RR: DO YOU THINK ENOUGH STUDENTS ARE
AWARE OF THE MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES THAT
ARE AVAILABLE TO STUDENTS?
Gemma: I don’t think people are, especially in first year
and I think it needs to be more widely publicised.
Particularly, DAS (Disability Advisory Service) – I didn’t
know that mental health was a part of that, so they can
really help with getting you for example, different rooms in
exams and study breaks during exams. I think more
students need to be made more aware of that as well.

The Disability Advisory Service or DAS service offers advice
and guidance to students with any disability, mental health
condition, or specific learning difficulty (SpLD).
Telephone: 0118 378 4202
Email: disability@reading.ac.uk
We are based in the Carrington Building at Whiteknights.
Our reception is open Monday-Friday, 10:00-16:00.

WHAT ARE YOUR TOP TIPS FOR STUDENTS
SUFFERING WITH STRESS DURING BUSY
REVISION PERIODS?

RR: IN AN IDEAL WORLD, WHAT WOULD BE YOUR
MAIN MENTAL HEALTH BREAK THROUGH?
Gemma: I would love to see people talking about it more.
And a big social media campaign on it, for example, the
Boys Do Cry campaign that went viral was great. Perhaps
something like that but for students. Also, I would really
like to get a great speaker in to talk to students about
mental health - maybe a wellbeing author, because books
have been really helpful for me. Mindfulness is getting
bigger and I know the Uni have already done a few
mindfulness sessions and I’ve spoken to people who
found them really helpful.

1. Firstly, talk to other people, because everyone is
going through a similar thing, even though they might
not say it and some people do deal better or worse with
stress.

RR: HOW CAN MINDFULNESS BE HELPFUL?
Gemma: I think one top tip I remember from a mindfulness
session was for example, when you’re looking at emails
and you open one and see all the others you need to reply
to, and then your brain is thinking of far too many things at
once, and you can’t focus. I think that applies to
everything. So with studying, my tip would be to focus on
one thing at a time and be mindful of that and then
everything else tends to fall into place.

4. Get involved in a sports club or society. I joined
Korfball this year, which was really helpful. It’s a great
way to have a break from revision and all your thoughts.

2. Let your friends and family know if you are struggling
as they might be able to give you support that you might
not realise they will.
3. Not drinking so much. Definitely in first year, I didn’t
really realise the effects of alcohol and how bad it can
be for mental health and how down it can make you feel.

5. Maintaining a healthy diet. I know it can be hard at uni
(I know it was for me, without my mum cooking for me
every day) but just making sure you’re getting some 9
nutrients is good and trying to aim for three meals a day.

RUSU Says Relax is RUSU’s Summer campaign to remind YOU to relax as well as revise
during a busy exam period. We spoke to RUSU Welfare Officer, Dan Bentley about his
plans this year, which include water bottles, candle making and DONUT worry giveaways.
So take some time out to read more about What’s On this summer for you to chill out to…
RR: WHAT IS DIFFERENT ABOUT IT THIS YEAR?
Dan: RUSU Says Relax has become a staple in
Summer term and this year is being joined by it’s sister
campaign RUSU Says Revise. The main aim of the
campaign is to provide a space for students to relax in
the high pressure of exams and you’ll be pleased to
hear that the much loved animal farm and reptile zoo
are coming back! You can also expect to see my
personal favourite Donut Worry Day!
Also new for this year is our free water bottle giveaway!
Hydration is so important for your mental health at all
times of the year, but particularly when entering exam
season, and is of course better for the environment than
using loads of single-use plastic water bottles.
As an extra revision pick-me-up from me to you, keep
your eyes peeled and ears pricked for my RUSU Says
Relax playlist, screenings of some classic films, craft
days, and tips and tricks on how to get a good night’s
sleep when you’re stressed.
RR: WHY IS IT IMPORTANT TO RELAX AND WHAT
CAN WE DO TO TAKE THE PRESSURE OFF?
Dan: I think it’s important to remember (and we often
forget) that we are not robots. Establishing a routine can
be really difficult as a student as there are no set times
to do work outside of our timetables. Finding the time in
your schedule to chill out can be really difficult,
particularly as this can be your last priority when
deadlines are looming. Pencilling in sleeping, eating and
chilling time is fundamental, otherwise the burnout could
end up compromising your mental health.

RR: WHAT ELSE HAVE YOU BEEN WORKING ON?
Dan: Myself and RUSU Diversity Officer Nozomi have
been working hard with our Embody Positivity
Campaign. The theme of Mental Health Awareness
Week this year is body image so we thought it was very
apt to open up the conversation here at Reading. We
invited the incredibly inspiring Natalie Byrne in to talk,
who is a talented illustrator and activist who has been
opening up conversations around the menstrual cycle
with her new book ‘Period.’ She spoke very openly
about her journey with mental health and how she is
carving a career using her art. She encouraged us that
in taking the first few brave steps on the road to facing
our fears, we should engage with the resources we
know and are comfortable with, and also reassured us
that this would help us to forge our own journey with
more confidence. We have been focusing on body
image as part of our campaign as well, and invited staff
and students to look beyond what they see in the mirror
and define themselves in more holistic terms - such as
smart, sporty, or a sibling - as part of the #IAM
campaign. With body image being the theme for the
National Mental Health Awareness campaign, there will
be lots more to get involved in so keep a keen lookout!
After 6 months of collecting data, I am currently writing
up the report for the Speak Up, Stay Safe Campaign.
The aim of this was to identify the spaces on campus
and surrounding areas that felt unsafe at different times
of the day, in the interest of enhancing student safety. I
want to take this opportunity to thank everybody who
has contributed!

WE ASKED CAMPAIGNS AND RESEARCH COORDINATOR ABIEE HARRIS – WHAT DOES IT TAKE TO
ORGANISE AN AWARENESS CAMPAIGN LIKE THIS?
First and foremost, we like to tap into national conversations about issues that are important to students. The real
magic in bringing these onto campus is in thinking creatively about how we can create spaces/platforms for students
to explore these ideas and think differently about a cause. Pulling these ideas together takes a lot of vision, planning,
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and determination, but is always well worth the hard work!

The magic of giving back:
celebrating our achievements with
School Rep Abi Ravichanthiran
With summer upon us and the academic year drawing to a close, it is the perfect
opportunity to reflect back and celebrate those who have been supportive throughout
the year. Nominated in a multitude of categories in the Student Experience Awards, as
well as School Rep of the Year in the RUSU Excellence Awards, Abi Ravichanthiran has
been chosen as our Rep of the month this time around as she has shown consistent
dedication in her role as a School Rep and has gone above and beyond to get involved
in many different projects across the campus to enhance to student experience.

ABI SAYS: “One of my highlights this year was
most definitely collaborating with Diversity Officer,
Nozomi and Women’s Officer, Catherine on a
video to celebrate International Women’s Day.
I strongly believe that we should stand united and
celebrate each other, so I thought that we should
invite people to come together to talk about how
someone in their life who identifies as a woman
has inspired them.
Collaborating with Nozomi and Catherine was so
much fun and a great experience, and it was
amazing to watch this project pull together such a
variety of people from different backgrounds so
seamlessly.
Speaking of celebrating women, the SAGES
department recently ran the Athena Swan Awards,
where myself along with lots of other students in
within our School celebrated the amazing work
women within our department have been doing
throughout the year. This inspired me to nominate
many of our staff members in RUSU’s Excellence
Awards (see page 6) as there are so many who
have gone above and beyond to support myself
and my peers this year, and deserve to be
recognised. The Excellence Awards are great
because they aren’t just open to Academics, but to
Graduate Teaching Staff, Support Staff and
Academic Reps too. I think it is so important to
celebrate those around you who are putting in the
work to make campus a better place, and many of
those I put forward got in touch with me to tell me
how thrilled they were just to be nominated.

“

I strongly believe that we should stand
united and celebrate each other, so I
thought that we should invite people to
come together to talk about how
someone in their life who identifies as
a woman has inspired them.”
Abi Ravichanthiran
In my role as School Rep, and being heavily involved
in gathering the student opinion for our department’s
TEF submission, something that has really struck me
this year is how fantastic our department have been
at engaging with the student voice. Having the
platform to bridge this gap between students and
staff has shown me just how valuable of a resource
our ideas are, and it has been so rewarding to see
these being taken seriously. Overall, I have
thoroughly enjoyed my time as a School Rep this
year. I think I really underestimated just how much I
could benefit from the role. It is so much more than
going to a couple of meetings and I have built such
strong support networks for myself and my peers.
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Making sport fun for all
From Breaking Down Barriers to creating Veggie Pledges Activities Officer Ali has been
working hard to help students to think more conscientiously about the impact of their
behaviours and to increase accessibility to sports and societies alike. We caught up with
her fresh off the back of Varsity to find out why sport isn’t just about the teams playing…
INTERVIEW BY BETHANY BROWN

“Sport isn’t just about playing,
it’s making friends, gaining
experiences and so much more”
BREAKING THE STIGMA

The sporting community here at
Reading is much more than simply
the teams playing. For Ali,
increasing accessibility to all is a
key part of her manifesto and has
been a theme in the majority of her
campaigns this year. “This year I’ve
tried to create more inclusive
sporting opportunities, the main
one being my Breaking Down
Barriers campaign. At University
there’s a stigma that only certain
people can get involved with the
sports societies and they can
almost be seen as a bit elitist. My
campaign has not only brought so
many different groups of people
together but created a safe and
welcoming environment where
individuals feel comfortable to try
out new sports that they’ve always
liked the idea of trying. We’ve had
the comedy club trying hockey and
vice versa and it’s been so fun to
see people socialising and getting
involved.
Making sport more accessible isn’t just about playing it,
it’s the whole environment. Wednesday afternoons are
just seen as the sports afternoon but I really wanted to
make campus on Wednesday afternoons for everyone
regardless of whether you play sport, are a keen
supporter or don’t like sport at all. I’ve also created a
campus netball league that now has 12 teams but the
most important aspect is that anyone can enter whether
it’s a halls team or a course so there are no barriers for
people getting involved and there isn’t as much pressure
as having to try out for a society team or anything.

Sport isn’t just about playing, it’s making friends and
gaining experiences even just from being a supporter
so I’ve definitely made it more accessible to the wider
community. Breaking down barriers has grown outside
of what was originally planned which has been great
but it’s also key to make sure that there are multiple
ways for people to get involved. This year we built up
the relationship between sport and the student media
streams more which has been really lovely to see, for
example the campus news team reported on more
sporting events including varsity”.
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FEATURE

MAKE SPORT EVERYONE’S GAME
Growing up with a sports-obsessed
dad helped evoke Ali’s love for sport
from an early age as she spent her
spare time getting involved in as many
sports as she could. That early passion
has meant that she’s loved getting
involved with sport again at University:
“Playing sport at uni is a refreshing
chance to go and try something
different and find new friend groups
outside of academia. It creates such a
different mental space whether you are
competing against yourself for a new
personal best or feeling part of a team,
working together to get the result. I love
the competitive drive and happiness it
sparks, particularly as an escape from
University work”.
Ali is a firm believer that sport should
be for everyone regardless of your
ability or reason to get involved: “There
are so many reasons why making sport
accessible is so important so why are
we pigeon-holing that to a certain
group of people? It’s vital we let
everyone have that opportunity. At
Varsity this year we bought LGBT+
rainbow laces in for people to wear to
show solidarity and that we’re allies of
everyone. Their slogan is “make sport
everyone’s game” which is so true and
it should be something that we are all
able to enjoy and celebrate and have
the opportunity to participate in.
Whether you get involved in sport as a
hobby or as a passion, it’s a great way
to take a break from your studies and
meet new people:

“The support system that
being part of a sporting
society creates is so
important, especially in the
University environment- it’s
like having an extra little
family to check that you’re
okay. There are also other
benefits to sport that you
wouldn’t necessarily relate
to it from getting a better
night’s sleep to giving
yourself a mental break
from the stresses of
University.”

“Sport has so many
benefits, why are we
pigeon-holing it to a
certain group of
people, it should be
for everyone”

VARSITY RULES
Varsity is definitely the sporting
highlight of the year for students,
particularly after the suspenseful yearlong build-up. The long-awaited event
gets as many teams involved as
possible and is growing year on year:
“Varsity is a great event as it highlights
the wealth of sports we have at
Reading and acts as a final pick-me-up
at the end of the year.
There are new teams forming every
year and we encourage all teams to
get involved with Varsity - even if it’s
just a friendly against Brookes and
doesn’t necessarily contribute to the
overall score. Even if you haven’t done
so well in the league, Varsity is such
an uplifting environment and you can
really feel the community spirit, despite
the fierce rivalry”.

This year’s Varsity result may not have
gone exactly the way we wanted, but
Ali is keen to highlight the positives
that outweigh the score. “Varsity is a
really fun event and even though we
lost overall it was still nice to celebrate
the 17 teams that had won their
matches and everyone was cheering
really loudly and supporting each
other. In the end it wasn’t about the
score it was about the fact we care and
were there together and celebrating
everyone’s achievements. Even
though there’s the really competitive,
jokey rivalry we have with Oxford
Brookes, it’s just a really lovely day
celebrating what our students are
doing together outside of their
degrees”.
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Announcements

16TH MAY: STUDENT VOICE
Come to 3Sixty at 6-8pm to have
your say on Change It ideas, hear
what your Full-time Officers are
working on, and hold them to
account. Anyone welcome, free
pizza provided!

20-25TH MAY: Change It Voting
Your chance to vote on Campaign
and Policy ideas passed at Student
Voice. Every vote counts!
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“I'd rather die than live without passion”

WHAT’S YOUR DREAM CAREER?
I’m really hoping to be a Private Wealth
Manager one day!

Sharing a coffee
with…

Spasiana
Nikolova
Early bird or night owl?
100% Night Owl
Exam or coursework?
None but exam if I had to
choose
Pizza or burger?
Both
Summer or winter?
Summer
Union (3Sixty) or town?
Town
Sweet or savoury?
Sweet
Gym or running?
Gym
Beach holiday or city break?
City Break
Cats or dogs?
None- I’m allergic to both!
Mojos or Mondial?
Mojos

WHAT HAS BEEN THE BEST PART OF BEING A SCHOOL
REP SO FAR?
I’ve met so many amazing people – not only my fellow School
Reps who are now really good friends, but also students I
wouldn’t have had the chance to get to know otherwise.
WHAT’S THE FIRST THING YOU DO IN THE MORNING?
Snooze my alarm at least twice or on the heavenly days that I
haven’t set up an alarm, I really like to just lay in silence for a
good ten minutes.
WHO WOULD PLAY YOU IN A MOVIE OF YOUR LIFE?
I would like to play myself – I believe that I’m quite special and I
don’t picture anyone else portraying me better.
WHAT’S CURRENTLY AT THE TOP OF YOUR BUCKET LIST?
Go back to Seoul, South Korea – I spent an amazing month there
during summer and I’m dying to do it again but for a longer period
this time – maybe for my whole life, who knows!
WHAT WAS THE LAST THING YOU BOUGHT?
A small Furla bag – I gave all of my hard-earned salary for it
*insert crying emoji or two…or five*.
WHAT BOOK IS ON YOUR BEDSIDE TABLE WAITING TO BE
READ NEXT?
The Mystery of Three Quarters by Sophie Hannah – I think she is
a great successor of Agatha Christie!
WHAT’S YOUR TOP EXAM TIP?
Don’t panic and don’t leave everything to the last minute!

